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ANTI SEAGULLS SYSTEMS
YACHTS AND MARINAS
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THE DEFINITIVE SEAGULLS
DETERRENT FOR YACHTS
Sempre Abril, SL is a specialized company on
design and manufacture a anti gulls systems for
yachts and their environment .
Sempre Abril, SL has launched an antiseagulls
systems under commercial name STOPGULL®
with an extensive range of products, designed to
solve the problems of seagulls on yachts.
The seagulls which spend a large part of the day
in coastal and harbours, they seek the best
places of the yachts to establish their control
behaarea. This control area, by their biological beha
viour, is always the highest point where they are.
For this reason, when they are at harbours or
buoys areas, the seagulls, cormorants or coastal
birds seeking the highest points of the yachts
for landing.
As consequently they sit on the bimini, handrails
or on the top of the mast, leaving their dregs.
StopGull® through the swivel S/27 piece, breaks
their entry protocol, to deter that web-footed
birds, like seagulls or cormorants, sit on the
highest places of yachts.
( It's also available for non web-footed birds ).
The S/27 swivel piece is made by a polymer,
dyed in mass, it has a UV treatment and for
marine environment without possibility to do any
damage to the birds.
On the other hand, the yacht owners will reduce
thousands of liters of water to clean their yacht
and they won't pour aggressive detergents for
the environment. Studies conducted by our company show that StopGull® saves 25,000 litres of
water for year.
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StopGull ® S/27
The S/27 swivel piece is made by a polymer dyed in mass, it has a UV treatment
and for marine environment without possibility to do damage to the birds. Owing
to its great versatility, it can be placed with safety and effectively on any part of
your boat due that the swivel piece, doesn't have any metal component and it
doesn't cause any interference to electronic devices and is suitable for all surfaces.
Placed strategically, prevents that gulls and coastal birds sit on places like the
mast spreaders, top of mast, radar arch, radar antenna, radio-telephone
aerials, streetlights, buoys or in harbour facilities.
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StopGull ® Bimini
The bimini top, due that is the highest point of
the yachts is the best place to become in a
control area for any kind of coastal birds like
seagulls, cormorants, etc . For that, when they
find a bimini they sit on it again and again.
As consequence, the bimini top becomes their
home leaving their dregs and leftovers food.
To avoid this situation, StopGull® Bimini
breaks their entry protocol through the swivel
pieces, avoiding they sit by their survival.
StopGull® Bimini, is fastened at the bimini by
strips through safety locks. It is made with an
acrylic canvas in eight colours from 100 cm till
420 cm. In it, are fixed several washers which
hold up the swivel piece.
All components have a UV treatment for
marine environment and is not necessary to
remove it during navigation due that the swivel
piece doesn't wear and neither makes noise.
Available in custom ways and sizes.

StopGull ® Boom
As an evolution of the StopGull bimini and due that the sail boat's boom becomes an important
element where seagull and cormorant sets its control area, Sempre April, SL launched StopGull
boom.
This one, offers a solution to avoid that seagulls and coastal birds alight at the boom when you
remove your sails. This protection can be adapted to different types and lengths in seven different
colors where it applies the swivel piece S/27 combined with an acrylic fabric. It's fastened to the
boom by a safety locks.
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StopGull ® Handrail
If a boat has no bimini top, the problems of seagulls can be on the bow or stern handrail due to they
become the highest point of the yachts and as consequence, in a control area. To cover this part of
the yachts, Sempre Abril S.L. , offers StopGull® handrail which breaks their entry protocol, preventing landing of birds on the handrail avoiding they visit low places of the boat. The Stopgull® handrail, has a high versatility and flexibility, which can be adapt to all kinds of handrail according their
shape and diameter.
It's made with an acrylic canvas of 100 cm length per unit. In it, are fixing several washers which hold
up the swivel piece and inside it, incorporates an anti-moisture foam and also to avoid mites.
StopGull® handrail, is installed above the handrail with an elastic rubber to save the candlesticks.
All components have a UV treatment for marine environment and UV and is not necessary to remove
it during navigation due that the swivel piece doesn't wear and neither makes noise. Available in
custom ways and sizes.
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StopGull ® Riel
StopGull® Riel, the deterrent device for all kind of birds which, remaining faithful to its design and
functionality, incorporates in its base the swivel element, creating instability at the birds without
causing damage or stress.
StopGull® Riel, versatile and easy to install by an industrial adhesive, can be placed on any surface
and in all kind of buildings, roof of warehouses, cornices, projecting of facades, even on the outdoor
equipments as air conditioners machinery, industrial cranes, port cranes etc.
StopGull® Riel is showed in packs of 3 units of 40 cm. equivalent to 1.20 mts. and also in industrial
packs.

StopGull ® A-04 Canvas
Anti seagull and coastal birds device versatile and easy to install. Based on the swivel piece S/27, is
presented as individual item to be placed on all kind of anchoring canvas, boom covers, outboard
motor cover, and nautical canvas in general.
Strategically placed on the highest points and unprotected of the boat, StopGull A-04 ®, avoids that
seagulls and all kinds of birds alight on the protective elements of the boat.
StopGull A-04 ® is manufactured in 7 colors, with a treatment for the marine environment and UV .
StopGull A04®, is presented with the tools necessary for its installation. This, is made through a
drilling of the canvas to which is applied a reinforcement washer. In such drilling, is inserted the
swivel piece by its base, to finish off in its bottom with a final base which is placed pressure.
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StopGull ® Air
Device to avoid that seagulls and coastal birds alight on all kind of yachts such as, sport cabin fishing
boats, hard top's yachts and professional vessels.
StopGull Air®, is easy to install and can be removed easily from its base for its stow. Or if you prefer,
it can be fold their blades and sails to rest on the support, which also it incorporates into the roof of
the boat. Thus we can sail without fear of losing it.
By the action of the wind on the sails located on the ends of the blades, StopGull Air®, makes a
smooth rotary and regular movement, avoiding that the seagulls, cormorants and coastal birds,
alight on the hard tops and cabins of boats.
The added value of StopGull Air® , is that will not fly off by the action of wind however strong or
intense may be, due to it incorporates a novelty through an invisible fixing system which prevents the
device be lost for this reason. It never will fly away.

Packaging
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